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Abstract The sun and outer space are the ultimate heat
and cold sources for the earth, respectively. They have
significant potential for renewable energy harvesting. In
this paper, a spectrally selective surface structure that has a
planar polydimethylsiloxane layer covering a solar absor-
ber is conceptually proposed and optically designed for the
combination of photothermic conversion (PT) and night-
time radiative sky cooling (RC). An optical simulation is
conducted whose result shows that the designed surface
structure (i.e., PT-RC surface structure) has a strong solar
absorption coefficient of 0.92 and simultaneously emits as
a mid-infrared spectral-selective emitter with an average
emissivity of 0.84 within the atmospheric window. A
thermal analysis prediction reveals that the designed PT-
RC surface structure can be heated to 79.1°C higher than
the ambient temperature in the daytime and passively
cooled below the ambient temperature of approximately
10°C in the nighttime, indicating that the designed PT-RC
surface structure has the potential for integrated PT
conversion and nighttime RC utilization.

Keywords solar energy, photothermic conversion, radia-
tive sky cooling, spectral selectivity, multilayer film

1 Introduction

The practice of harvesting heat and coolness for buildings

from renewable energy sources has recently been a hot
topic in energy fields. Photothermic conversion (PT) is one
such method to provide heat for buildings and there are
already numerous kinds of commercial PT products for
energy saving of buildings, such as the flat-plate solar
collector [1], the evacuated tube collector [2], and the
trombe wall [3]. Recently, radiative sky cooling (RC) has
been widely investigated as an alternative cooling method
to provide cooling and/or dissipate heat passively, and, it
has successfully applied in many potential applications
such as building-scale cooling supply [4], radiative cooling
of solar cells [5,6], personal thermal management [7], and
power generation [8].
The principle of RC is that heat is radiated from the

surface to the cold outer space in the form of electro-
magnetic waves, relying on the transparent “atmospheric
window” to allow thermal emission within the wavelength
range of 8 to 13 mm to effectively escape to the universe
[9,10]. Early work on RC focused on cooling passively at
night. Materials that have a high emissivity within the
atmospheric window are good candidates of emitter for
efficient nighttime RC [11], such as commercial black
paint [12,13], silicon monoxide films [14,15], and tedlar
film [16]. On the building system level, RC can be
integrated into buildings for cooling supply. For example,
Parker and Sherwin [17] developed a NightCool building
that integrates an RC emitter as the roof. A long-term
experiment test was conducted and the results showed that
the average energy saving of this building can reach 15%.
More recently, the concept of self-cooling below the
ambient temperature by the RC method in the daytime has
also been demonstrated and aroused a lot of interests.
Numerous advanced RC emitters, including photonic
structures [9,18], metamaterials [19,20], and other novel
materials [21,22] have been developed and investigated.
For example, Raman et al. [9] developed a multilayer
emitter that can reflect approximately 97% incident solar
radiation and emits strongly only within the atmospheric
window. Nearly 5°C below the ambient temperature and a
cooling power of 40.1 W/m2 were experimentally achieved
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by this emitter. However, although daytime RC has been
demonstrated, the solar reflection requirement of the
emitter is too trenchant since solar radiation power is
nearly a magnitude higher than the net RC cooling power.
Thus, compared with daytime RC, nighttime RC is easier
for implementation.
Based on the spectral response of the PT absorber and

RC emitter to the electromagnetic waves, a concept was
previously proposed to achieve solar thermal collection
by PT at daytime and cooling by RC at night using a
spectrally selective surface structure, which makes the
system work all day by the two different functions. This
concept is named PT-RC hybrid utilization and the
spectrally selective surface that achieves these two
functions is called a PT-RC surface structure. The PT-RC
surface structure needs to have a high solar absorption and
strong thermal emission only within the atmospheric
window. This idea of PT-RC hybrid utilization was
presented previously [23,24] where a kind of PT-RC
surface structure that consists of a titanium-based absorber
and a polyethylene terephthalate film (TPET) was
manufactured. This paper further contributes to the PT-
RC hybrid utilization principle by designing a new kind of
spectrally selective PT-RC surface structure. Specifically, a
broadband spectral response optimization of the PT-RC
surface structure is performed, which updates the design
methods of the PT-RC surface structure from the optical
design perspective. Notably, this method can be extended
to be a general guide for the design of spectral selective
coating in other fields, such as the solar absorber and
optical filters.

In this paper, a new PT-RC surface structure for the
integration of daytime PT and nighttime RC is designed by
covering a solar absorber with a planar polydimethylsilox-
ane (PDMS) film. Besides, an optical simulation is
conducted to evaluate the spectral properties of this PT-
RC surface structure. Moreover, a thermal analysis based
on a steady-state heat transfer process is applied to
investigate the thermal performance of the designed PT-
RC surface structure. Furthermore, the performance of the
designed and the ideal PT-RC surface structure is
compared.

2 Optical design of PT-RC surface structure

The schematic of the PT-RC hybrid utilization is illustrated
in Fig. 1(a). For an optimal combination of daytime PT and
nighttime RC, the PT-RC surface structure needs to satisfy
the following spectral requirements as shown in Fig. 1(b).
First, the PT-RC surface structure needs to have a high
solar absorption to maximally harvest solar energy. Next,
the PT-RC surface structure needs to exhibit a strong
thermal emission within the atmospheric window to
generate a sub-ambient cooling environment at nighttime.
Finally, the PT-RC surface structure needs to have a low
absorptivity/emissivity within the remaining wavelength
band (i.e., 3–8 mm and> 13 mm) to reduce the heat and
cooling loss during combination.
The schematic of the designed PT-RC surface structure

is depicted in Fig. 2(a). The PT-RC surface structure
consists of three layers that are fixed on a reflective

1) Reference solar spectral irradiance: ASTM G-173. 2019–12–12, available at website of rredc.nrel.gov
2) MODTRAN infrared light in the atmosphere. 2019–12–12, available at website of climatemodels.uchicago.edu

Fig. 1 Schematic of PT-RC hybrid utilization and spectral requirement of the ideal PT-RC surface structure.
(a) Schematic of PT-RC hybrid utilization; (b) emissivity/absorptivity spectra of ideal PT-RC surface structure, with normalized AM 1.5 solar spectrum1)

and a transmittance curve of atmospheric window2) presented as references.
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aluminum (Al) substrate. The spectral response of the
proposed PT-RC surface structure is optically simulated
and optimized using TFCalcTM software (version 3.5) [25].
During optimization, the program varies the thickness of
the layers to minimize the evaluation merit function as
expressed in Eq. (1).

F ¼ 1

m

Xm

j¼1

IjDjCj –Tj
NjðTolÞj

����

����
p

 !1=p

; (1)

where F is the value of merit function, I denotes the
intensity of the illuminant, D denotes the efficiency of the
detector, C and T are the simulated and target value, N and
Tol represent the normalized factor and tolerance for the
target, p is the power of the method, m is the number of the
target, and j means target j. The target of this design is the
spectral emissivity of the multilayer film and the target
value is set to be the emissivity value of the ideal PT-RC
surface structure, as shown in Fig. 1(b).
During the optical simulation, the spectral-dependent

complex refractive indexes that include the refractive index

(n) and extinction coefficient (k) of Al, nickel (Ni),
aluminum oxide (Al2O3), and PDMS are extracted from
Refs. [26–29]. The effective optical constant of the mixing
layer of Ni-Al2O3 is determined by using the Bruggeman
model [30,31]

f
�Ni – �Ni-Al2O3

�Ni þ 2�Ni-Al2O3

þ ð1 – f Þ �Al2O3
– �Ni-Al2O3

�Al2O3
þ 2�Ni-Al2O3

¼ 0, (2)

where x denotes the complex permittivity and f represents
the volume fraction of Ni in the Ni-Al2O3 mixing layer.
The complex refractive indexes of Ni-Al2O3 mixing
material (f = 10% and 30%) and PDMS material are
presented in Figs. 2(b) and 2(c) for references.
The optimized spectral response of the designed PT-RC

surface structure is demonstrated in Fig. 3 and the
corresponding thickness of each layer is given in Table
1. For the normal incident condition, the designed PT-RC
surface structure has a high solar absorption with a
weighted absorptivity of nearly 0.92 and emits strongly
and selectively within the atmospheric window with an
energy-averaged emissivity of 0.84 at the temperature of

Fig. 2 Schematic of the proposed PT-RC surface structure and complex refractive index of related material.
(a) Schematic of PT-RC surface structure; (b) and (c) complex refractive index of Ni-Al2O3 mixing material and PDMS material.

Fig. 3 Optimized spectral response of the designed PT-RC surface structure.
(a) Spectral absorptivity of designed PT-RC surface structure in solar radiation band; (b) spectral emissivity of designed PT-RC surface structure in mid-
infrared wavelength band; (c) angle-dependent emissivity of designed PT-RC surface structure.
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300 K. To investigate the sensitivity of the incident angle
on the spectral response of the designed structure, the
incident angle-dependent emissivity is calculated and
presented in Fig. 3(c). It is found that the spectral response
of the designed PT-RC surface structure remains similar
when the incident angle is below approximately 70°, which
is a good feature for the real application. Furthermore, the
sensitivity of the PDMS layer thickness on the spectral
response of the designed PT-RC surface structure is
investigated. During the calculation process, the PDMS
layer thickness is set as 18100 nm, 18200 nm, and 18300
nm, respectively. As shown in Fig. 4, the spectral response
curves under these layer thicknesses are almost the same,
indicating that the spectral response of the designed PT-RC
surface structure is not sensitive to this parameter when the
PDMS layer thickness changes within a small range.
In this PT-RC surface structure, the bottom two layers

with the Al substrate are responsible for solar collection,
which is a typical kind of solar absorber known as the
nickel-aluminum oxide (Ni-Al2O3) coating [32]. The
PDMS layer primarily assists in optimizing the spectrally
selective thermal emission in the mid-infrared wavelength
band. The PDMS film has a high solar transmittance and
emits strongly within the atmospheric window so that the
solar radiation can be harvested by Ni-Al2O3 solar
absorber and the waste heat can be radiated away. In
addition, the PDMS material is typically used as a solar
transparent emitter for efficient RC applications [33,34].

3 Thermal analysis

To evaluate the thermal performance of the designed PT-
RC surface structure, the heat balance equation of the
surface structure is numerically solved to calculate the
stagnation temperature of the PT-RC surface structure in a
24-h timeframe. As displayed in Fig. 5, the PT-RC surface
structure absorbs solar radiation Psun and atmospheric
radiation Patm, and it radiates thermal emission Prad.
Moreover, the heat transfer process between the PT-RC
surface structure and ambient air occurs by non-radiative
methods (i.e., conduction and convection) and is depicted
as Pnon-rad in Fig. 5. In the simulation, the temperature of
the PT-RC surface structure is assumed to be uniform since
the PT-RC surface structure is very thin and the
components are thermally conductive materials. Besides,
the PT-RC surface structure is placed horizontally.
Thermodynamically, the control equation of the PT-RC

surface structure is expressed as

cm

A

∂T
∂t

¼
X

P, (3)

where c, m, A, and T are heat capacity, mass, area, and
temperature of the PT-RC surface structure, respectively; t
denotes time;

X
P is net energy power into the surface

structure. Here, a steady-state condition is assumed for PT-
RC surface structure, which has already been used for
preliminary performance prediction for RC and solar
collection in Refs. [9,22,35]. Therefore, Eq. (3) can be
presented as

Prad – ðPatm þ Psun þ Pnon–radÞ ¼ 0: (4)

In Eq. (4), Prad ¼ 2π!
1
0 !

π
2
0
εðl,�ÞIBBðl,TÞsin�cos�d�dl

is the thermal emissive power of the surface structure,
where ε(l,θ) denotes the directional spectral emissivity of

Table 1 Thickness of each layer of the designed PT-RC surface

structure

Layer material Thickness/nm

PDMS 18227

Ni 10% + Al2O3 90% (f = 10%) 75

Ni 30% + Al2O3 70% (f = 30%) 84

Fig. 4 Spectral absorptivity/emissivity of designed PT-RC surface structure with different PDMS layer thicknesses.
(a) Solar radiation band; (b) mid-infrared wavelength band.
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the surface structure; IBB(l,T) is the spectral radiance of a

blackbody at temperature T; Patm ¼ 2π!
1
0 !

π
2
0
αðl,�Þ

εatmðl,�ÞIBBðl,TambÞsin�cos�d�dl is the absorbed atmo-
spheric radiation power, where α(l,θ) is the directional
spectral absorptivity of the PT-RC surface structure;
εatm(l,θ) is the directional spectral emissivity of the
atmosphere and it can be evaluated as εatm(l,θ) = 1–
t(l,0)1/cosθ, where τ(l,0) is the transmittance of the
atmosphere at the normal direction; and Tamb is ambient
temperature; Psun ¼ αtotalGs is the absorbed solar radiation
power, where αtotal is the total solar absorption of the PT-
RC surface structure, which is weighted by the standard
AM1.5 solar spectrum. Gs denotes the received solar
power; Pnon-rad ¼ hnon-radðTamb – TÞ is the heat power
obtained from the environment by parasitic convection
and conduction, where hnon-rad is the overall heat transfer
coefficient between the structure and the environment,
which contains the effects of numerous parameters, such as
wind speed and insulation condition of the PT-RC surface
structure.
The equilibrium temperature of the PT-RC surface

structure is predicted in a 24-h circle whose result is
exhibited in Fig. 6. The solar radiation power and ambient

temperature data used in the prediction process were
experimentally measured at Hefei, China on April 16,
2018. The normal transmittance of the atmosphere under a
clear sky condition is used and the data are obtained from
the website1). Furthermore, the overall heat transfer
coefficient is set to be 5 W/(m2$K) for preliminary analysis
and this kind of assumption is used in mathematical
prediction in Refs. [36,37].
Figure 6 indicates that the PT-RC surface structure is

dramatically heated up by increased solar radiation power
in the daytime. For example, the temperature of the PT-RC
surface structure (TPT-RC) reaches 102.2°C when the solar
radiation power is 962.7 W/m2, which is 79.1°C higher
than the ambient air temperature, indicating that the
designed surface structure can be potentially used to
harvest solar radiation and transfer it into heat. At night, the
PT-RC surface structure is passively cooled below the
ambient air temperature due to its high thermal emissivity
within the atmospheric window. The average temperature
reduction of the PT-RC surface structure is approximately
10°C.
To compare the performance of the designed PT-RC

surface structure with the ideal PT-RC surface structure
(ideal spectral property is shown in Fig. 1(b)) and
blackbody surface, the surface equilibrium temperatures
under different solar radiation power conditions in the
daytime and the net cooling power of the surface under
different surface temperature conditions at night are
evaluated. In comparison, the ambient temperature and
overall heat transfer coefficient are set as 30°C and
5 W/(m2$K), respectively. As shown in Fig. 7(a), the
equilibrium temperature of the designed PT-RC surface
structure is lower than that of the ideal PT-RC surface
structure but greater than that of the blackbody surface
even though the solar absorption of the designed PT-RC

1) MODTRAN infrared light in the atmosphere. 2019–12–12, available at website of climatemodels.uchicago.edu

Fig. 6 Predicted temperature of PT-RC surface structure (red curve) at a 24-h circle, with ambient temperature (black curve) and solar
radiation power (blue curve), plotted as references.

Fig. 5 Schematic of the heat transfer process of the PT-RC
surface structure.
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surface structure is approximately 8% lower than that of
the blackbody surface. Besides, the temperature difference
between the designed PT-RC surface structure and ideal
PT-RC surface structure as well as between the designed
PT-RC surface structure and blackbody surface both
enlarge with increasing solar radiation power. As for the
capacity of nighttime RC, Fig. 7(b) shows the net cooling
power of three surfaces. Obviously, the minimum
temperature of the ideal PT-RC surface structure is lower
than that of the blackbody surface and the maximum net
cooling power of the former is also inferior to the latter.
This property is a typical characteristic between spectrally
selective RC emitter (i.e., the ideal PT-RC surface
structure) and blackbody emitter (i.e., blackbody surface).
Furthermore, it is found that the cooling performance of
the designed PT-RC surface structure is between the ideal
PT-RC surface structure and blackbody surface. When the
surface temperature is low, the cooling power of the
designed PT-RC surface structure is close to that of the
blackbody surface. However, when the surface tempera-
ture increases, the cooling power of the designed PT-RC
surface structure behaves like the ideal PT-RC surface
structure. The reason for this is that the spectral selectivity
of the designed PT-RC coating is limited and atmospheric
radiation outside of the atmospheric window is absorbed
by the designed PT-RC surface structure.

4 Conclusions

In summary, a multilayer surface structure (i.e., PT-RC
surface structure) is optically designed by covering a solar
absorber with a PDMS film for hybrid utilization of PT and
nighttime RC. Besides, a combined optical and thermal
simulation is conducted to investigate the performance of

the designed PT-RC surface structure. Based on the
findings, the following conclusions can be reached.
The spectral selectivity of the deigned PT-RC surface

structure is obvious. The PT-RC surface structure has a
high solar absorption with an effective value of approxi-
mately 0.92 and simultaneously emits selectively within
the mid-infrared wavelength band with an average
emissivity of 0.84 in the atmospheric window, and it has
a low emissivity in the remaining wavelength band.
The designed PT-RC surface structure is feasible for

hybrid utilization of PT and RC. The surface structure can
be heated to 79.1°C higher than the ambient air
temperature in the daytime and can be passively cooled
to approximately 10°C below the ambient air temperature
at night.
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